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PARCEL AUDITS Reduce parcel costs and save money with the industry’s most advanced
and comprehensive package audit program. CTrak’s proven benefits include a completely
automated, Global audit system that delivers maximized savings. Customized Accounting
Services: CTrak provides automation for general ledger account code allocations for every
shipment and visibility of details at the shipment level. Complete automation ensures
all pricing conditions & costs are rated including: optional bundled pricing rates, for all
countries, for all currencies, including hundred weight pricing and third-party shipments.
REPORTING CT’s Qlik Data Analytics and reporting platform delivers graphs, dashboards
and visualization for effective and efficient management insight into your total freight spend.
CONFIDENCE 95 years of experience allows us to create a full range of freight management
solutions. CT will work with you, creating customized solutions so that you can focus on your
firm’s core competencies, ensuring an efficient, effective and robust supply chain management system for your global needs.
TRUST Firms of all sizes, including Fortune 100 corporations around the globe, rely on CT
Logistics to assist them in making solid, informed decisions regarding their freight audit,
payment and business intelligence needs. Our team of professionals has been instrumental in assisting our clients in leveraging expertise, technology and best-in-class processes
to maximize return on the client's investment. SOC II and ISO 9001:2015 certified.
LEADERSHIP With FreitRater™, the industry's first choice for freight management software, AuditPay™, LION™, TranSaver™ and CT’s TMS software, our customized solutions
for freight payment and 3PL will exceed your expectations.
CONFIDENCE, TRUST AND LEADERSHIP ... TRADITIONS SINCE 1923 These attributes
are woven into our corporate philosophy, the foundation and tradition that our clients have
relied on for 95 years. Our evolving services and software will enable you to better manage
and reduce supply chain costs while adding more visibility and control to your organization,
positively impacting your bottom line; that's our commitment to you.

